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Southeast Asia Chinese literature is an important part of the world Chinese 
literature. Malaysian Chinese literature as a town of southeast Asian Chinese 
literature, its formation and development is closely related to China. Since 
Malaysian Chinese literature bud, realism literary tradition grasp the mainstream 
of literary discourse.Fang Beifang as a master of Malaysian realism literary, his 
view of literary theory and creation has a profound influence on Malaysian 
Chinese literature. The in-depth investigation of his view of literary theory is 
conductive to care for the research direction of the whole Malaysian realism 
literary tradition. 
Fang Beifang’s view of literary theory is derived from Chinese classical 
realism, Chinese new literature and the Soviet union progressive literature 
realism tradition.His literary view kept realism as the core. He argues that 
literature and art has the mission of reflecting the social reality.In his opinion, 
literary creation must stick to typical events and typical characters,and literature 
content decide literature form. Even though Fang Beifang constructed Malaysian 
realism literary canons, his literary view present a rough and simple character 
Because of shackles for a tool theory. This strange phenomenon has special 
historical reason and reflect the practical difficulties of Malaysian Chinese 
realism extently.Meanwhile, in his theory and creation practice, he promoted the 
fusion and separation of Chinese characteristic and aboriginality. Through the 
"theme othering" unique patterns,he completed the uniqueness of Malaysian 
Chinese literature. However,realism tradition represented by Fang Beifang 
insistence of "aboriginality" also has its limitations. Standing in the point of view 
of literary criticism, his criticism theory and practice also did well. His solemn 
literature criticism constructed principles for literary criticism practice. In the 
case of a lack of Malaysian literature criticism, he still insisted on the innovation 














changes in literary thoughts triggered massive debate about postmodernism’s 
siege of realism. The progressive and destructive of post-modern inspire the 
academic circles to review merits and faults of Fang Beifang, a master of realism. 
This article attempts to start from the represent of the Malaysian Chinese 
literature realism, Fang Beifang,and summarize his literary theory system and 
uniqueness. Combined with reflection and criticism of literature and art to 
analyze the social and historical reasons of uniqueness of Fang Beifang’s 
literature theory.So that we can know much more about the significance of 
literary history of Malaysian realism literary tradition. 
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